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The purpose of this project is to develop a School Management System that utilized 
information technology to help to manage the school. As a school can be considered 
as an organization that was head by a principal, a well-managed school is important to 
make a school a conducive learning environment. 
School Management System is a client/server application that is develops mainly for 
secondary school. The aims of developing this system are to help the teachers manage 
resources and processes. ft is also aims to reduce the workload of teachers by 
automating some of the processes. 
This School Management System will be developing using Visual Basic and SOL 
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The government is placing great importance on the use of Information Technology 
(IT) in education, This can be seen as a lot of schools concentrate on using I'I' as 
teaching aids and learning tools [I 9l But incorporating IT in school management is 
still not encouraging as many schools in Malaysia still use manual system in their 
management 
The purpose of this project is to develop a School Management System that helps the 
staffs and teachers to do their daily tasks, to keep students records and to have a better 
attendance management for students, With the increasing number or students each 
year, management of school will become more complex. Therefore, school need to be 
more efficient in their management, one of the ways is to implement a computerized 
system 
School is lead by a principal and is help by a few administrative staffs and teachers. 
Therefore, the responsibility of managing a school generally lies on the shoulder of 
the principal. The principal have to manage human resource, financial, monitoring 
students' performance, check on absentees and ct cetera. Effective management will 
help the principal fully utilized the available resources to create an effective learninu 
environment. 
A good school marrngemcnt 1s important as it helps the principals, teachers and staffs 
in decision-making. A good decision is a well-informed decision. Obtaininu 
information or data such as students> achievement data easily and .orrc ·tly 1.;a11 helps 
teachers to plan their lesson and expe<.:lation in order for students to reach their full 
potentials. Besides that, it hdps to save teachers' rim · 1111d teachers will have more 
ume to concentrate educating th· students. 
Therefore, the aim o!' this prnj<:et iH improve th~ school n1111wg0111ent 1111d solvcd th· 









1.2 Problem Definition 
A school can have a large number of students, approximately I 000 to 2000 students 
depending on the size of the school. Therefore, to manage such large number of 
student is not an easy task. Furthermore, teacher tasks are not just limited to teaching; 
they have to continuously checking on student performance and discipline. 
In school, daily administrative tasks such as calculating examination marks, keeping 
tracks of student attendance are still done in the manual way. This actually increased 
workloads on teacher. Longer time is needed to collect and process data and 
information obtained might be inaccurate due to human-made mistake. Teacher will 
have insufficient time to analyse data and do planning f IO]. 
J .3 Objective 
This project will develop a school management system with the following objectives 
I) Develop a system that utilizes information technology to increase efficiency of 
school management, administration and communication. 
2) To reduce workload of teachers so that they can concentrate on teaching. 
3) Help to manage resources and processes. 
4) Support decision making for principal and teachers so that they can effectively 







1.4 Project Scope 
The project mainly focused on the development of a School Management System for 
secondary schools in Malaysia. This system will concentrate on the management of 
students. This project will concentrate on the following areas: 
Students Information System 
Students' records can be view, modify and update. 
An option to generate report on students. 
Provide archiving and retrieving where data can be save to local file system 
for backup purpose and data can retrieve when needed. 
Teachers and Staffs Information System 
Teachers and staffs record can be view, modify and update. 
An option to generate report on teachers or staffs. 
Provide archiving and retrieving where data can be save to local file system 
for backup purpose and data can retrieve when needed. 
Document and Data Processing 
Process students' test and exam results and display in the form of report card. 
Analysis of students' exam result. 
Attendance Management 
Keep track of students' attendance in each class. 
Generate attendance reports. 











System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) will be use to develop this School 




Construction and Implementation Phase 
System Evaluation and Maintenance 
1.5.1 System Planning Phase 
At this phase, the school management problem is defined. Preliminary investigation is 
done to define the project scope, constraints and project schedule. With the initial 
scope of the project, a project schedule is prepared using a Gantt Chart to monitor the 
progress of the project. 
1.5.2 Analysis Phase 
This phase will define what the system must do. A study and analysis of the existing 
system will be done. By studying the existing system, it will provide a better 
understanding of the problems that motivate this project. 
Next, requirement analysis is done. Information collected from the analysis or the 
current existing system, will be analyse to determine the requirements and priorities. 
With the requirement statement, there arc numbers or wa s to d • ·i 'II th· School 
Management ystcm to fulfill those requirements, 't'hcrcforc, a s stem solution will 










1.5.3 Design Phase 
This phase will transform the requirement specification from the analysis phase into 
design specification for developing the school management system. 
At this phase, Entity Relationship Modeling wil  be use to design the database of the 
system. Data Flow Diagram will be use to design the process of the system. 
1.5.4 Construction and Implementation Phase 
At this phase, database, application programs, and system interface will be construct 
using programming language. Individual components and overall system is tested at 
this phase. Once tested, the system will be ready for implementation. 
1 .5.5 System Evaluation and Maintenance 
Once the system is implemented, the system needs to be evaluated and maintained to 
make sure the system is efficient and meet the requirements that been defined. 
1.6 Research Methods 
I have interview Puan Malligah Sivapalan, Penolong Kanan Hal Ehwal Murid of 
Sekolah Menengah Convent Bukit Nanas, Kuala Lumpur. Puan Malligah Sivapalan 
had explained to me some important aspect of management of the school. Some forms 
and documents were collected during the session. 
I have also interview Puan Selvanathan, a former teacher from Sekoluh Menen ruh 
Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur. 
Another method of gathering information is throu th r 'S<.:ar .h und site visits. 









information are gathered from on-line journal, books, and reference books and by 
exploring the Internet. 
1. 7 Expected Outcomes 
Below are the expected outcomes to be achieved: 
l) All the students, teachers and staffs' records can be keep in a central database. 
2) Analysis of students result can be done faster. Students' performance can be 
access easter. 
3) Better management of attendance of student. Analysis of attendance is easier 
and faster. 
4) Repetitive tasks can be reduced. Users can concentrate on more important 
tasks. 
1.8 Proposed Project Schedule 
2001 2002 
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As most of the secondary schools in Malaysia still use manual system in their 
management, this chapter will review the current manual system and solution that arc 
available in other countries. 
2.1 Background Survey 
School is an entity or organisation, which include the process of managing, learning 
and educating. Managing and educating are two interrelated process that are needed to 
realize the objectives of a school [I]. 
By reviewing the current school management system, most schools still use manual 
file system to keep their students, teachers and staffs records. 
For example, the Figure 2.1 below shows how the students' records are kept in the 
schools. 
Figure 2. l Process on how student record are keep 






Add/ Modify ... keep in 
Cabinet .. 
Students particulars can be add or modify by form teachers in Card '001 '(keeps 
students personal records). All the records will be keep in the cabinet and old records 
will be kept at certain place situated at the back of school office. 
Problems: 
I) Longer time is needed to search through the files to find a pnrticulnr records. 
2) Retrieval of old records as the old records are kept ut the bn ·k of th· offi .e. 
3) School office will eventually huv · insufficient spa .e to k · ·p th' Illes us th · 










4) Data and information might be inconsistent and outdated. 
5) Lacks of security as the confidential information are kept in the cabinet. Even 
if the cabinet is Jocked, a lock can be easily tampered. 
Students' test and examination marks as well as their attendance are recorded 'in a 
book called Record Book. Every teacher wi II have a Record Book. The test or 
examination marks will written to report card where grading will be assigned. The 
attendance will also be written to the report card. 
Problems: 
1) Repetition of tasks. For example, tasks are repeated when teachers have to 
keep the marks of their students in the Record Book and then they have to 
write it again in the academic reports. 
2) Longer time to process data and analyse students result as the task is done 
manually. 
3) Does not provide a quick overview of attendance, Longer time is needed to 
analyse and process the attendance. 
Refer to Appendix A for more detail on current school management system. 
2.2 Others Solution 
2.2.1 PowcrSchool 
PowerSchool is a web-based school management system, which built in the thin-client 
technology. Powerschool enables the schools to record, access and manage student 
information at real time l20]. 
Among the features of the s stern are: 
I) Administrative Tool - teachers or administrators cnn munnuc students' 










2) Communication Tool - parents and students can communicate with teachers 
in real time and students can check on their grade, assignment and attendance. 
3) Class Management Tool - teachers can take attendance and generate report 
card. 
2.2.2 SchoolSpace 
Schoo!Space is another browser-based school management system. Every teacher can 
customized the homepage to their needs whenever they log-in. The homepage have 
electronic bulletin board, e-mail, classes and upcoming assignment [21 ]. 
Others feature include: 
1. Attendance - attendance of the students can be easily tracked as picture and 
the name of students are arrange according to the seating of the students in the 
class. 
2. Student Information - students' information such as parent information, 
medical record and emergency contact can be view. 
3. Grade book- students' achievement and academic result can be view. 
4. Lesson Plans - provide a template for teachers that are easy to create and 
share lesson plans. 
5. Administrative - set the grading policy required by school and generate 
reports and graphs for student performance. 
2.3 Conclusion 
By reviewing the current manual system, a better understanding of the problems and 
needs of the management of schools have been achieved. Although there are other 
solution that are being promoted in the Internet, the systems are develop by others 
countries. Jn fact, the tasks of school mana iement in Malaysia such as keeping 
students information, checkin 1 on attendance and iencrute reports on students 









But, the available systems might not meet the requirement and the needs of schools in 
Malaysia, as Malaysia Education System is different from other countries. There is 
some required information that is not captured by the available system. 
Therefore, the proposed school management system is a system that will be able 10 
provide the basic needs of stakeholders in school and solved problems in current 
school management (review in Section 2. I). 
The proposed system will be a client-server application because this networking 
approach has proven to be cost-effective way to share data between multiple users. 
The school main stakeholders, who include the principal, administrative staffs and 
teachers will need to access data at the same time to perform their tasks. Therefore, 












3.1 Requirement Analysis 
3.1.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are set of functions that are required to be included in the 
system. Functional requirement include statements of services the system should 
provide and how the system should react to particular input [S]. 
The school management system will have the following functional requirement 
Authorisation and Authentication Function 
The major function in this module is allows authorise user to access the system. It will 
provide the following function: 
a) Login Function 
This function will allows users to login and authenticates user identity. 
b) Change Password 
This function allows users to change their password. 
Teacher and Staff Jnformation System 
In this module, the teacher and staff record will be maintain separately. There arc 
a) Teacher Record Maintenance 
b) Staff Record Maintenance 
Teachers and staffs information can be saved, view and modify. Every teachers and 
staffs is allowed to maintain and view their own records. Modification can be done 
only for certain information such as address and telephone 1111111bcr. Only syst nn 
administrator can add and delete teachers and staff informnrion 
Students lnformnt"ion Sysccm 
a) Students Recnrtl Mainfr1w11('(' 










I) Personal Particulars 
2) Parents Information 
3) Guardian Information 
4) Emergency Contact 
5) Medical Record 
In this module, form teacher and administrator can add, view and modify their student 
records. Modification can be done only for certain information such as address and 
telephone number. 
Class Management 
a) Attendance Management 
Provide function that allows attendance entry by form teacher according to class. 
Form teacher is also allowed to view and modify student attendance. 
b) Activity 
Provide function that allows form teacher to define the activity join by each student in 
the class. 
c) Subject 
Provide function that allows form teacher to define the subject taken by each student 
in the class. 
d) Report Book 
Provide function that allows students result entry by form teacher according to 
subjects. Teachers can view the analysis of student result that, include percentage of 
student fail, percentage of student pass, average mark for each subject according to 
each class. 
Form teacher can view and modify student result. 
Subject Module 
Provide function that allows subject teacher to enter student result. Teacher can view 
and modify student result. Provide analysis of student result according to the subject 
and class teaches by the subject teacher. 
Analysis of Result According to Ench Form 
Analysis of student. result for each subjc 't can b . vicw 11 • .ordinu to each Ionn. I) rlu 









absent for the exam, percentage of failure, percentage of passes, highest mark, 
average mark. Percentage of failure for each subject in a form should also be present 
in graph. This module should also include a search function where users can search 
for student who obtained the highest mark for each subject in each form. 
Reporting Tool 
The reports to be generated will be in pre-defined format and can be generated in 
regular or ad-hoc basic. 
a) Reports 
Among the reports can be generate are: 
I) Report on student information, staff information and teacher information. 
2) Marks and grade obtained by students. 
3) Number and percentage of students passed or failed per subjects according to 
each class. 
4) Number and percentage of students passed or failed per subjects according to 
each form. 
5) Total days of absent 'for each student in each class. 
Reports can be view and print. 
Old Records Maintenance 
All the old student, teacher and staff record will be maintain by system administrator. 
a) Old Teacher and Staff Record Maintenance 
Provide archiving and retrieving of old staff and teacher record when needed. 
b) Old Student Record Maintenance 
Provide archiving and retrieving of old student record when needed. Archiving and 
retrieving can be done according to student academic year. 
System Administration 
a) System Setting and Configuration 
The administrator can set and configure t11e system accord in 1 to the s .hool need. 
They can set and define: 
I) I low man class in each form and the name or the class. 










3) The subjects teach in the school. 
4) The range of mark for each grade depending on each form. For example, they 
can set grade A for the mark of75 to 100, grade B for 65 to 74 and so on. 
5) Type of Exam. 
b) Teacher 
The administrator can set and define: 
1) The form teacher for each Class. 
2) Subject taught by teacher. 
3) Teacher advisor for each activity 
4) Class that teach by teacher for each subject. 
c) Create Login Function 
This function will allow administrator to add and remove users. ft also allows t.he 
administrator to reset the user password in case that the users forget their password. 
3.J.2 Non-Functional n.equiremcnts 
The following are the 11011-f unctional requirements for the school management 
system. 
J) User-friendliness - The system need to have a user-friendly interfaces so that 
the users will find it easy to use the system for their daily tasks. The screen 
design needs to be consistent and have the appropriate error handling. 
2) Reliabillry - Reliability is defined as the ability of the system to behave 
consistently m a user-acceptable manner when operating within the 
environment. The system needs to be reliable so that the into )rily or 
information is maintained and the system components arc available when 
needed 
3) Security - As some of the information and data in the s stem arc coufidcutiul, 
the system need to have good security hv allowing only nuthcuticntc nml 









4) Maintainability and Expandability- The system developed need to be easy 
to maintain so that the maintenance cost can be reduced in long term. The 
system also needs to have ability ti) expand for future enhancement 
5) Efficiency - The system need to be efficient to provide a good respond time 
and throughput so that it does not cause any delay in processing user request. 
The system also needs to be able to support the workloads. 
6) Robustness - Under the unexpected circumstances such as given an improper 
data, the system need to be robust to handle and avoid system error 
3.2 Consideration of Development 1'ools 
3.2.1 Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic is the powerful programming tool for developing Windows based 
application. The "Visual" part refers to lhe method used to create the graphical user 
interface. The "Basic" part refers to the programming code part, stands for Beginner's 
All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code [2]. The main features of Visual Basic are: 
1) Visual design 
Visual. Basic provides the built-in capability to create user interface with the click of a 
mouse. Therefore, the graphical interface can be created easily and more time can be 
spent on the features and capabilities of lhe application to be develop r 16]. 
2) Event-driven programming 
Visual Basic provides event-driven prugrammin 1 where programmer cun program 










3) Database Access features 
Visual Basic supports database access tools such as DAO and ADO. DAO allowed 
programmer to access Microsoft Access databases only. 
With ADO, Visual Basic application sees three objects: 
- Connection Object, which establishes a connection to the database. 
- Command object, which executes commands against the database. 
- RecordSet object, which holds the records retrieved from the database or the records 
to be updates on the database [5]. 
4) ActiveX Technologies 
ActiveX technologies allow the functionality provided by other applications to be use 
in own program. Besides that, applications and objects created can be automated 
using Visual Basic. 
3.2.2 Microsoft Visual C++ 
The visual part of Visual C++ is virtually the same as the Visual Basic in terms of 
ease of creating graphical user interface. But the programming language use is C+ I· 
language, which is more powerful. Visual C++ provides numerous built in classes and 
support object-oriented programming [71. The main features of Visual C+-1 are: 
1) Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) and ActiveX Template Library (ATL) 
Wizards such as MFC AppWizard and the ATL COM AppWizard provided in Visual 
C ·+ will help to generate the basic source files for a variety of di Ifercnt types of 
Windows programs. The MFC and ATL libraries provides pre-written classes, as well 
as supporting code, that can be added to source files to handle the Windows 
programming tasks specific to the logic or a pro zram. Both can be used to write 
ActiveX control. 









3.3.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server is a high-performance client/server relational database 
management system. It is designed to support high-volume transaction processing as 
well as data warehousing and decision support application. 
Among the advantages of SQL server is: 
1) Easy to use as SQL server provides graphical management tools. 
2) Support English Query. Instead of using complex SQL queries, user 
can create applications that accept natural language queries and 
question written in plain English by using English Query. This feature 
allows developer to provide easy access to relational database for all 
types of end users [ 17]. 
3) Support Full-text Search. This feature allows developer to provide 
access to structured and unstructured data in a uniform manner. This 
means that user can search through text stored in the database even 
when the text is contained in a formatted document such as Microsoft 
Word document: [ 171. 
4) Support user defined functions that allow code reuse and simplified 
development. This help to save time as routinely used logic can be 
incorporate in the user-defined functions f 17l 
SQL Server 2000 can runs on Microsoft Windows NT 4 or Microsoft Windows NT 4 
or Microsoft Windows 2000 Server-based networks. 
3.3.2 MySQL 
MySQL is a popular Open Source database provided by MySQL AB. MySQL AB is a 
commercial company that builds its business by providing services around the 
MySQL database. Open Source means that anyone could study the code and chan re it 
according to their needs. MySQL can be downloaded free from the Internet l 18]. 
MySQL is a relational database mann zement s stem that is very last, reliable and ens 
to use. It was developed to handle a very lur ic daubasc much fnst ·r 1111d sue · 'HRl'ull 










The main features ofMySQL are: 
1) Fully multithreaded. This means that it can use multiple central processing 
units if available. 
2) Works on different platforms. It supports Linux and Windows platform, 
3) SQL functions are implemented through a highly optimized class library so 
that it can be as fast as possible. 
4) Allow mixing of tables from different databases in the same query. 
3.4 Client/server Architecture 
3.4.1 Overview 
Client App LAN or WAN 
User- 
Client App DBMS Database 
Client App Database Server Computer 
Figure 3.1 Client/Server Architecture 
Client/server is a computational architecture that involves client processes requesting 
services from server processes. Servers manage resources such as files, database and 
printers. Clients will request for access to these managed resources. Server is said to 
have serviced the client when it has fulfils the request of a client I 121. 
Client computer can be any combination of personal computer or workstation that 
provide user interface to user. The server provides u set of shared user services 10 
users. 
Figure 3. I shows an example in which us~rs have their own client t;omp1ncrs. l-uch 









server. The user interacts with the database through a program caJled Database 
Management System (DBMS), informally known as front end [6]. The client and the 
server can be connected through local area network (LAN) or wide area network 
(WAN) [4]. 
Client-server architecture is important to the development of multi-user databases 
[14]. For instance, when database users are accessing data or information from a 
database, they will affect other concurrent processes and activities in the same 
databases. Client server database systems are design to prevent this problem The 
sever will process the request from client accordingly and make sure that the 
referential integrity is maintained. 
3.4.2 Thin and Thick Client 
There have been development of 'thin' and 'thick' client. A thin client is a personal 
computer does not need to have very powerful in term of memory and speed. It 
functionally requires the processing time, applications and services to be provided by 
a centralized server. A thin client JUSt acts as a terminal by only present the interface 
to the user [9]. 
A thick client is a personal computer or workstation that is more powerful in term of 
speed, memory and storage capacity. Thick clients are capable of storing and execute 
their own applications r9l 
3.4.3 Two-Tier Client-Server Architecture 
Jn the 2~tier cticnt-scrvcr architecture, tin; actual database is store 011 the server. All 
the data manipulation commands such as SQL statements to create, read, update rrnd 
delete records are execute on the server Tile server can he programmed to implerncnl 










The client that still must be use is the fat client AU the logic and processing to 
support the actual application and rules need to process on the client. Examples 
include data analysis, calculations and so on. This logic is usually written in 
programming language such as Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C 1 1·. Those 
program must compiled and execute on the client. 
Advantages: 
1) Reduced network traffic as only the database request and database that are 
needed is transported between the client and server. 
2) Database integrity is easier to maintain. Only the records required by the client 
is locked. Other clients can still concurrently work on other records m the 
same table or database. 
Disadvantage: 
J) Application logic must be duplicated and maintained on all the clients. 
Whenever there is a need of upgrade, upgrading must be done on all the 
clients to ensure all of them get the latest release. 
2) Provide no flexibility of partitioning. Once the application is develop, 11 is not 
easy to distribute some of the functionality of the program from one server t:o 
another. 
3) Two-tiered systems will suffer performance problems associated with 
inefficiency of executing all the application logic on the clients, when the 
number of clients grows. 
However, the 2-tier client-server approach has proven to be effective in solving 
workgroup (12 to I 00 users interacting on the local area network) problems 122 j, 
3.4.4 Three-tier Client /Server Architecture 
Three-Lier Client/Server approach is more suitable for lorgc organ1'zntion where lhcrc 








In the three-tiered client/server architecture a middle tiered is added between the 
' 
system user interface in the client environment and the database management in 
server environment. 
In this approach, most of the application logic is move from the client to a shared or 
host server such as the transaction server, application server or message server. By 
moving the application logic to the host server, that logic needs only to be maintained 
in that host server instead of all the clients. The client will be used basically for 
presentation services. 
Three-tiered client/server logic can be written and partitioned across multiple servers 
using languages such as Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C++ in combination of a 
transaction monitor. 
Advantages: 
2) Simplifies client configuration and management, as clients only need to 
execute user interfaces and some personal application logic. 
3) More security as the important software is on the server in a more controlled 
environment. 
Disadvantages: 
l) Complexity in design and development. This technology is more difficult to 
implement than the two-tier client/server architecture. 
3.5 Data Access Interface 
Universal Data Access is Microsoft's strategy for providin 1 hi Jh-perforrnnn .e ucc •ss 








Universal Data Access provides three types of interface; there are Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC), OLE DB and ActiveX Data Objects (ADO). 
3.5.1 Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
The open database connectivity (ODBC) standard is an interface by which application 
program can access and process SQL databases in a DBMS-independent manner r4l 
This means that an application that been created can access databases supported by 
different DBMS products as long as the database is ODBC-compliant without any 
program changes. 
3.5.2 OLE DB 
OLE DB is an object-oriented interface that is suited to object oriented languages like 
C++ and Java. OLE DB is an implementation of the Microsoft OLE object standard. 
Therefore, OLE DB objects are COM objects that support all required interfaces for 
such objects. 
OLE DB is designed to provide universal access to several relational and non- 
relational data sources. OLE DB breaks the features and functions of a Database 
Management System (DBMS) up into objects. There can be objects that support query 
operations, perform updates, support the creation of database schema and perform 
transaction management [ 4]. 
3.5.3 ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 
Since OLE DB is an object-oriented interface, it is not as accessible to Visual Basic 
and scripting developers. Therefore, ADO is defined as a cover over OLE DB objects. 
ADO enables programmers to access the functionality of L DB in almost any 
languages and it is closely integrated with Remote Date Services (RDS). See figure 
This means that by using AD in conjunction with LE DB, communication to 
Access, Oracle, and SQL Server can be done by simply usin 1 AD object mod~l. 
















SQL Data such as SQL Non SQL Data such as Mainframe and 
Server, Oracle, FoxPro and Text, Mail, Video and Legacy Data 
Others Others 
Figure 3.2 Role of ADO, OLE DB and ODBC 
3.6 COM (Component Object Model)/DCOM (Distributed COM) 
The Component Object Model (COM) is Microsoft's standard for object interaction. 
The COM specification defines a set of interfaces. Any COM object can communicate 
and work with other COM object regardless of the language in which the components 
were created [23]. 
Microsoft defined two notable specifications based on the COM specification. They 
are OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) and Activex objects. OLE and Activex 
use COM to facilitate all the interaction between objects. OLE uses COM to 
communicate between applications, allowing users to link and access the functionality 
of other applications in the Windows environment 
Active'X uses COM to support communication between controls. An /\ctiveX Control 
is an ActiveX object that supports additional interfaces that allow the control s 
properties and methods to be accessed in mun ditlcreu development environments. 
Interfaces OM components can be easily called remotely viu Distributed M 
(DCOM), which makes it ensy to construct distribu: ·d applications 1111. Th ·rcnm.:, 








client programs object can transparently communicate with server program objects on 
other computer over the network. 
3.7 Technology Analysis Conclusion 
The development tool and database server will be chosen based on the ability to mcot 
the functional and requirement stated. From the technologies studied in the previous 
section, the following technologies will be used for this project. 
3. 7.1 Development tools 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 will be use as the development tool for this project. The 
reason of Visual Basic is chosen because Visual Basic is easier to learn and use 
compare to Microsoft Visual C++. Therefore, more time can be spent on developing 
the features and functions of this system. 
3.7.2 Database Server 
Microsoft SQL Server will be use as the database server for this School Management 
System. Since the system to be developed will be Windows-based system, Microsoft 
SQL Server is suitable to use as a database server for this system. Furthermore, SQL 
Server is easier to use as it has graphical management tool compares to MySQL, 
which is command-based. SQL Server support bigger database and user-defined 











This chapter described the process of designing the School Management System. The 
requirements statements in the system analysis stage will be translated into design 
specification. 
4.1 Database Design 
The following section lists the database structure of each table needed in this system. 
4.1.1 Data Dictionary 
Table: User T 
Description: User Login Table, which keeps user 10 and password 
Field Name Data Type Description 
User ID Char (30) primary key User ID to login 
Password Char (50) User Password 
Access Level f nt ( 4) Access Level 
User Role Varchar(50) User Role 
Table 4. l User T 
Table: Student T 
Description: Student f nformation Table, which keeps student personal information 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Student ID Char (15) primary key Student 10 
Name Varchar (50) Student Name 
fc No 
I 
Char (20) Identity card number 
Gender Char (20) Gender 
Date Birth DateTime (8) Date of Birth 
Street 1 Varchar (50) Street J of the address 
Street2 Vurchar (50) Street of the address 
Varchar (50) - Strcct3 Stred or the nddr .ss 
·- ~ ity Varchnr (30) C'it 










Place Birth Varchar (50) Place of Birth 
Telephone Varchar (15) Telephone number 
Race Char (20) Race 
Religion Char (20) Religion 
Birth No Char (20) Birth Certificate number 
Status Char (1) To determine current 
students/ former students 
Date Enroll DateTime (8) Date of enrollment 
Date Leave Date'Time (8) Date of leaving school - 
Last_ update DateTime (8) Date and time of last 
update 
Guardian IcNo Varchar (20) foreign Key Guardian Identity card 
number 
Guardian Name Varchar(50) Guardian Name 
Table 4.2 Student T 
Table: Parent T 
Description: Parent Information Table, which include student's father and mother 
information 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Parent IcNo Char(l5) primary key Identity Card Number 
Parent Name Varchar (50) Parent name ..• 
Occupation Varchar (50) Occupation 
Race Char (20) Race 
Religion Char (20) Religion __ ..._,...., 
Office Address Varchar (80) Office address - 
Tel House Varchar ( J 5) I louse telephone number 
- 
Tel_ Office Varchar ( 15) Office telephone number ._~- .,,,._ .. ' ....... ~ ,., ... ~ -•' ._ .... ,.~ 
Mobile Phone number Mobile _Phone Varchar ( 15) -- - .... 
Street I Varchar (50) Slrt:vt I of house address 
Street 2 Varchar (50) Strc~t2 of hous1; ndclros)1 , __ 
c 0• 









City Varchar (30) City 
Postcode Char (5) Postcode 
Table 4.3 Parent T 
Table: StudentParent Relationship _ T 
Description: This table keeps the relationship between the student and parents. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Student ID Char (l5) Student ID 
Parent IcNo Char (15)' Parent ID number 
Relationship Varchar(50) Relationship(Father/Mother) 
Table 4.4 Student_Parent_Relat10nsh1p_T 
Table: Staff T 
Description: Staffs Information Table, which keeps staffs personal information 
Field Name Data Type 
Varchar (20) 
Varchar (20) Religion 
Staff ID Char (I 5) primary key 
Name Varchar (50) 




Identity card number 
Date Birth Date'Time (8) 
Race 
Religion 
Date of birth 
Race 
Char (I) Gender Gender 
Varchar (20) Marital Status Marital Status 
School Position Varchar (50) Position in school 
Varchar (50) Street I of address Street l 
Varchar (50) Street2 of address 
-----"-·· Street3 Varchar (50) Street3 of address 
1~~~~~~~~~~+--~~~-1~,~----~-~-~~~~----~~---~ 
City Varchar(30; "ity of address 
1--~~~~~~~~--1~~---~~~~-------1~~~--~~~-~-- 
Postcode Char (5) 
-------va~cha; (1s)··· ,_.. ~retephoi;e ~lumb~r -~"" 
Mobile Phone Vurchar 15) 1-----------11-----:------~- ~ -- .,,.., ~ ~ Last_Update Dute'Tirne (8) Lost update dute mid time ____ , ,,_.-- -"-'- 
Date Leave Date'l'ime (8) Dntu of lenvin 1 s ·hool 
Street2 
Telephone 
L-- --------·----- ---- 
2i 









Staff Status Char (1) Staff status 
Date Enroll DateTime (8) Date of entered school 
Table 4.5 Staff T 
Table: Teacher T 
Description: Teachers Information Table, which keeps teacher personal information 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Teacher .ID Char (15) primary key Teacher ID 
Name Varchar (50) Teacher Name 
Jc No Char (20) Identity card number 
Date Birth DateTime (8) Date of birth 
Race Char (20) Race 
Religion Char (20) Religion 
Gender Char (1) Gender 
Marital status Char (20) Marital Status 
Category Char Category 
Position Varchar (50) Position in school 
Streetl Varchar (50) Street I of address 
Street2 Varchar (50) Street2 of address 
Street3 Varchar (50) Street3 of address 
City Varchar (50) City of address 
Postcode Char (5) Postcode of address 
Tel Varchar (15) Telephone number 
Mobile_phone Varchar ( 15) Mobile phone number 
Status Char (1) To determine current 
teacher or former teacher 
Date Teach Date'Iime (8) Date start teaching - 
Date Leave Dare'Iime (8) Date leave school 
Last , Update Dute'Time (8) Last update date t11Ri time - ~- . _.. ~ 









Table: Guardian T 
Description: Student Guardian Information Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Guardian IcNo Varchar (20) primary key Identity Card number 
Guardian Name Varchar (50) Guardian name 
Occupation Varchar (50) Occupation 
Office_ Address Varchar (80) Office address 
Tel_House Varchar (15) House telephone number 
Tel Office Varchar (15) Office telephone number 
Street I Varchar (50) Street I of house address 
Street 2 Varchar (50) Strcct2 of house address 
Street 3 Varchar (50) Street3 of house address 
City Varchar (30) City 
Postcode Char (5) Postcode 
Table 4. 7 Guardian T 
Table: Contact T 
Description: Student Emergency Contact Information Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Contact JD Int ( 4) primary key Contact ID number 
Name Varchar (50) Contact person name 
Tel Varchar(15) Telephone number 
Tel 1 Varchar ( 15) Telephone number - 
Street 1 Varchar (50) Streett of house address 
Street 2 Varchar (50) Street2 of house address 
Street 3 Varchar (50) Street3 of house address 
City Varchar (30) ity 
···- · =·~ Postcode har (5 Postcode 
- Relationship with student-" Relation Varchar (50) 










Table: Teacher_ Subject_ Relationship _T 
Description: This table keeps the subjects teaches by each teacher according to year 
Field Data Type Description 
-· Teacher ID Char (15) Teacher fD 
Subject_ID Int ( 4) Subject ID 
Year Int ( 4) Academic Year 
Table 4.9 Teacher_Subject_Relationship_T 
Table: Student_ Subject_ Relationship_ T 
Description: This table keeps the subject taken by each student according to 
academic year. 
Field Data Type Description 
Student ID Char (J 5) Student fD 
Subject_lD lnt ( 4) Subject ID 
Year Int ( 4) Academic year 
Table 4.10 Student Subject Relationship , T 
Table: Subject T 
Description: Subject Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Subject_ID Int ( 4) primary key Subject ID 
Subject_Name Varchar (80) Subject name 
Form lnt (4) foreign key Form 
Table 4.11 Subject_ I 
Table: Class_T 
Description.Class Table 
Data Type Description Field Name 
!----------.;---~· - -- 
Class_ro lnt(4) primary key 
Class_Namc Varchar (50) 
- -------- 
Form Int 4 forei 111 key Form 










Table: Student_ Class_ Relationship _T 
Description: This table keeps what class that the student is in according to academic 
year 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Year Int ( 4) Academic year 
Class ID Int ( 4) Primary Key Class lD 
Student ID Char (15) Primary Key Student ID - 
Table 4.13 Student_ CJass _Relationship_ T 
Table: Teacher_ Class _Relationship_ T 
Description: This table keeps who is the form teacher for each class according to year 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Year Int(4) Academic year 
Class 1D Int ( 4) Class lD - 
Student ID Char(15) Student ID 
Table 4.14 Teacher_ ClassRelationshipT 
Table: ActivityT 
Description: Extra Co-curriculum Activities Table 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Activity _ID Int ( 4) primary key Activity JD 
Activity Name Varchar (80) Name of the activity 
Activity_ Type Tnt (4) foreign key Type of activity 
Table 4. 15 Activity_T 
Table: ActivityType_T 
Description: Types of extra-curriculum Activities Table 
Table 4. 16: Activity'lypc, T 
Jnt (4) primary key 
Varchar (80) 
escription 
Type of' Activit ---- Description ol' t pc or 
a '(ivit 
Field Name 











Table: Teacher_ Activity_ Relationship_ T 
Description: This table keeps activity advice by each teacher each year 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Teacher ID Char (15) Teacher II) (teacher 
advisor) 
Activity _ID Int ( 4) Activity ID 
Year Int ( 4) Academic year 
Table 4.17: Teacher_Activity_Relationship_T 
Table: Student Activity_ Relationship_ T 
Description: This table keeps activities join by each students each year. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Student 10 Char ( 15) Student ID 
Activity_ID Int ( 4) Activity ID 
Year Int ( 4) Year 
Table 4.18 Student_Activity_Relationship_ T 
Table: Test T 
Description: This table keeps type of test or exam 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Test 10 Char ( 15) primary key Test ID 
Tcst_Typc Varchar (80) Type of Test or Exam 
Table 4.19 Test_ T 
Table: Student:Result T 
Description: This table keeps the result of student for each subjects bused on a test or 
exam. -- I· ield Name Data T p > I cscription 









Year Int ( 4) Academic year 
Subject~ID Int(4) Subject_ ID 
Total Mark Real (4) Total Marks for the subject 
(Testl +Testz+Assignmcnt Exam Mark) 
Test! Real (4) Marks for test I. 
Test2 Real (4) Marks for test2 
Real (4) Marks for assignment ---- Assignment 
Grade Char (5) Grade for the subject 
Exam Mark Real (4) Marks for exam 
Indicate if student 
--·-..-, 
Note Char (5) absent or drop the 
subject ("TH" Absent, "G' Drop) 
Pass Char (1) Indicate student Fail or Pass (F for Fail, 
P for Pass) 
Table 4.20 StudentResult_T 
Table: Medical T 
Description: Student Medical Record Table 
Field Name Data'] ype Description 
Student ID Char (15) foreign key Student )D 
Date Date'I'ime (8) Date 
Year Int ( 4) Academic Year 
Hearing Bit True if require attention/ 
False if not 
- -· ----·: - 
Eyesight Bit True i require attention/ 
False if not 
Speaking Bit True if require attention/ 
False if not 
Disable Bit True if require attention/ 
False if not 
~ ~ - 
Serious , Sickness Text Indicate if there l$ any 
serious sickness or illness 
- ----- - 
Height ReE1I 4) I h.:i 1h1 in meter 
Weight Real (4) Wd nu in kilogrnm - """""":"""""'"- ~~ 









Table: Attendance T 
Description: This table keeps student attendance according to academic year 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Year Int ( 4) Primary key Academic year 
Student ID Char ( 15) Primary key Student ID 
Day Attend Int ( 4) Number of days student 
attend school 
Day_Miss Int (4) Number of days student 
absent from school 
Table 4.22 Attendance T 
Table: Absent T 
Description: This table keeps student absent date and reason. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Year Int ( 4) Primary key Academic year 
Student ID Char ( 15) Primary key Student ID 
Date Absent DateTime (8) Date absent from school 
Reason Bit (1) True - With Reason, False- 
without reason 
Table 4.23 Absent T 
Table: Grade , T 
Description: This table keeps the grade set for the range of exam marks for each 
form. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
~ 
ID Int (4) Primary Key ID 
Form Char (5) Form 
Lower Mark lnt(4) Lower range of the marks 
Int (4) 
~~ 
Upper_Mark Upper range of the murks 
Char (2) 
·~ ~ 
Grade Grade for the range or the 
murks - ~- 
Description l Varchar (50) 









Table: Form T 
Description: This table keeps the form (level) and description 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Form Int ( 4) Primary Key Form 
Description Varchar (50) Description 
Table 4.25 Form T 
Table: Teacher SubjectClass Relationship T - . - -- 
Description: To keeps information on which class the teacher teach for a particular 
subject. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Teacher ID Char (15) Teacher JD 
Subject_ID Int ( 4) Subject ID 
Class TD [nt(4) Class fD 
Year Jnt(4) Academic Year 
Table 4.26 Teacher SubjectCJass_Relationship_ T 
Table: tmp Student 
Description: This table is a temporary table that keeps student information that been 
archive. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Student ID Int (4) primary key Student ID number 
Name Varchar (50) Student Name 
Ic No Char (20) Identity card number 
Gender Char (20) Gender 
Date Birth Date'Time (8) Date of Birth 
Street l Varchar (50) Street 1 of the address 
Street? Varchar ( 50) Str~d2 ol'the address ·- ~ Street's Varchar (50) Strc 't of Ihc address - ---·fllo···q· - 
ity Varchar (30) City -·~-- .,,...,._'"'" ~ 
Postcode ~'hnr (5) Post code 









Place Birth Varchar (50) Place of Birth 
Telephone Varchar (15) Telephone number 
Race Char (20) Race 
Religion Char (20) Religion 
Birth No Char (20) Birth Certificate number 
Status Char (1) To determine current 
students/ former students 
Date Enroll DateTime (8) Date of enrollment 
·- 
Date Leave DateTime (8) Date of leaving school 
Last_update DateTime (8) Date and time of last 
update 
Guardian IcNo Varchar (20) foreign Key Guardian Identity card 
number 
Guardian Name Varchar(50) Guardian Name 
Table 4.27 tmp~student 
Table: impParent 
Description: This tab lo is a temporary table th· t keeps studcn .. pa-en inf 'nm tion t 1< t 
been archive. 
. {entity Card Number 
Data Type ("I'""··· .. -+.,.,. ..... ~. ,_,, ''"""'' J t"t.J \.II. Field Name 
Char(l 5) primary key Parent fcNo 
Religion 
Parent Name Varchar (50) Parent name 
Occupation Varchar (50) 
Race Char (20) Race 
Char (20) Religion \---------~----;---~-------------··· _, -'· Office Address Varchar (80) Office address 
Tel House Varchar ( 1 S) House telephone numbc · 
_r __ cl_o_f_fi_~-- ----~-v_a_r_c_h:_1r_r~1_s ~J~ffi·~~k~nmili~ IJ 
Mobile Phone Varchar (.? ) ! Mo ik Phone number 
i-S-.,t-re-·e_t_l .......... 1 Var .har (51. -------- .~1-S!!cet~ uf:'.'.'.'."" HU;Ji~:;--11 
Street 2 Varchai r.oo I Slt ·i.;l..::. ufll\1 .~ ... uJJ11 ,, ' 
Street 3 Varchar 0 Stred or h1. U!.A' tiddfi,;•;·; I 1----------1-~-----"";,,,..._ 











Postcode Char (5) Postcode 
Student ID Char (15) Student JD 
Date Leave DateTime (8) Date of Student Leave 
School 
- 
Table 4.28 tmp _Parent 
Table: tmp _Medical 
Description: This table is a temporary table that keeps Student Medical information 
that has been archive. 
Field Name 1 Data Type Description 
Student JD Int ( 4) foreign key Student ID number 
Date DateTime (8) Date 
Year Int (4) Academic Year 
Hearing Bit True if require attention/ 
False if not 
Eyesight Bit True if require attention/ 
False if not 
Speaking Bit True if require attention/ 
False if not 
Disable Bit True if require attention/ 
false if not 
Serious_ Sickness Text Indicate if there 1$ any 
serious sickness or illness 
Height Real (4) Height in meter 
Weight Real ( 4) Weight in kilogram 
Date Leave Date'Time (8) Date of student leave 
school -~.- 










Table: tmp _Guardian 
Description: This table is a temporary table that keeps Student Guardian information 
that has been archive. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Guardian IcNo Varchar (20) primary key Identity Card number 
Guardian Name Varchar (50) Guardian name 
Occupation Varchar (50) Occupation 
Office Address Varchar (80) Office address 
Tel House Varchar (15) House telephone number 
Tel Office Varchar (15) Office telephone number 
Street I Varchar (50) Street I of house address 
Street 2 Varchar (50) Street2 of house address 
Street 3 Varchar (50) Street3 of house address 
City Varchar (30) City 
Postcode Char (5) Postcode 
Student ID Char (15) Student ID 
Date Leave DateTime (8) Date of student Leave 
School 
Table 4.30 tmp_ Guardian 
Table: tmp , Teacher 
Description: This is temporary table that keeps the teachers information that have 
been archived. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Teacher ID Char (15) primary key Teacher ID 
Name Varchar (50) Teacher Name 
Tc No Char (20) Identity card number 
Date Birth DateTime (8) Date of birth - 
Race Char (20) Race 
Religion Char (20) Reli non ---- -· .. - 
Gender Char (I) Gender - · ~~ 
Marital ... status har(20) Marital Stalus 
,_.._~ ....... ~"""'-fii ·-· --~~ 










Position Varchar (50) Position in school 
Street I Varchar (50) Streetl of address 
Street2 Varchar (50) Street2 of address 
Street3 Varchar (50) Street3 of address 
City Varchar (50) City of address 
Postcode Char (5) Postcode of address 
Tel Varchar (15) Telephone number 
Mobile _phone Varchar (15) Mobile phone number 
Status Char (1) To determine current 
teacher or former teacher 
Date Teach DateTime (8) Date start teaching 
Date Leave DateTime (8) Date leave school 
Last_ Update DateTime (8) Last update date and time 
Table 4.31 tmp_Teacher 
Table: tmpStaff 
Description: This is a temporary table that keeps staffs information, which has been 
archived. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Staff ID Char ( 15) primary key Staff ID 
Name Varchar (50) Staff Name 
Tc No Char (20) Identity card number 
Date Birth DateTime ( 8) Date of birth 
Race Varchar (20) Race 
Religion Varchar (20) Religion 
Gender Char i l ) Gender 
Marital Status Varchar (20) Marital Status - -- School Position Varchar ( 0 Position in school - 
Street I Varchar (50) Street I or address _,_ -- - - -""- Street? Varchar (50) StrccL of address 
Street3 Vurchar (50) Street of address 










Telephone Varchar (15) Telephone number 
Mobile Phone Varchar (15) Mobile phone number 
Last_ Update DateTime (8) Last update date and time 
Date Leave DateTime (8) Date of leaving school 
Staff Status Char (I) Staff status 
Date Enroll DateTime (8) Date of entered school 
Table 4.32 tmp_Staff 
4.1.2 Entity-Relationship Diagram 
Figure below shows the Entity-Relationship Diagram of the school Management 
System. 
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4.2 Functionality Design 
4.2.1 Hierarchical chart 
The School Management System generally has the following modules, which arc: 
l) Authorisation and Authentication Function 
2) Staff Information System 
3) Teacher Information System 
4) Student Information System 
5) Class Management 
6) Subject Module 
7) Analysis of Result 
8) Old Records maintenance 
9) System Administration 
The functionality design of each module is describe in the Hierarchical Chart shows 
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4.2.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
4.2.2.1 DFD of Authorisation and Authentication Function 
user ID 
system user - & password • valid ID and r ' password 






Change user ID 
password - & new password 
User ID & 
Old password 
'---------1~ .... : User T 
Figure 4.3 Data Flow Diagram for Authorisation and Authentication Function 
4.2.2.2 DFD of Staff Information System 
/ '\ 
request to ___ ..,. 2.1 new Adninistrator add new record Add new staff 
I request to View \ 
" staff info 2.2 
Staff -request to View·,,,.. Vi£NY staff 
info ------ staff info 
/ 
I 
request to / " roodified _J 
modify - 2.3 '-- .,. staff info request to modify staff 
rrodify - info - staff Inf ~ 
staff info ' / 














4.2.2.3 DFD of Teacher Information System 
r 
3.1 ' Administrator request to . ne add new record - Add new 
Teacher 
I request to view , 
, ' Teacher 
3.2 




request to ' 
modify . 3.3 modified request to - - modify Teacher info 
modify - Teacher info ~ Teacher in - - 
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Figure 4.5 Data Flow Diagram for Teacher fnformation System 
4.2.2.4 DFD of Student Information System 
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In this Data Flow Diagram, Student Information Table is use to represent the tables 
Student_ T (Student Information Table), Parent_ T (Parents Jnformation Table), 
Guardian_T (Guardian Information Table), Contact_T (Emergency Contact Table) 
and Medical_ T (Medical Record Table). 
4.2.2.5 DFD of Class Management 
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4.2.2.6 DFD of Subject Module 











Figure 4.8 Data Flow Diagram for Subject Module 
4.2.2.7 DFD of Analysis of Result Module 
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4.2.2.8 DFD of Old Records Maintenance 
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Figure 4.10 Data Flow Diagram for Old Records Maintenance 
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Figure 4.11 Data Flow Diagram for System Administration 
4.3 User Interface Design 
User Interface is important to provide the best way for user to interact with the 
system. As t:he School Management System is a Windows based system, the interface 
design will consider the following criteria: 
1) The interface design must be able to increase the speed of data entry and 
reduce entry error by user so that user can accomplish their tasks effectively. 
2) The interface should be consistent in all aspects, including the names or 
commands, presentation of information and functional behavior. Consistency 
is important to make the interface familiar and predictable to user so that user 
need not spend time trying to remember the differences in interaction r23J. 
3) Provide feedback for users action. Appropriate feedback will be presented 
with user interaction to confirm that the system is responding 10 user's input. 
4) The system should be able to accommodate potential user error and t1H1k1J user 










Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 shows the proposed user interface for School 
Management System. 
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4.4 Naming Conventions 
Naming standards are used to help to control the look of the system as well as the 
maintenance the system. The following are the naming standards will be used when 
developing the system using the objects in the SQL server. 
Tables 
All the tables are suffixed with T. 
Type Suffix Description 
Table T Naming standards is Name_ T. Name is - 
the name of the table. 
For example, the name of the Teacher 
table name is Teacher T 
Relationship Relationship T Naming standards is - - 
Table Name1 - Name2 _Relationship_ T. 
For example, the name of the relationship 
table that relate the Teacher_ T table and 
the Subject_ T table is 











Naming Standards Description 
. 
PK TableName SQL server will automatical I y place an index on the 
primary key column using this name whenever a table with 
a primary key is created. TableName is name of the table. 
For example, an index created by the SQI, server on the 
Teacher T table is PK_ Teacher T. 
IX TableName Additional index created will. be prefixed with IX 
followed by the table name. - 
For example, additional index created on the Teacher_ T 
table is IX Teacher T 
Stored Procedures 
All the procedures created are will be prefixed with sp_ 
Prefix Description 
sp_parmins_ name This procedure accepts parameters and insert data. 
sp _parmselect_ name This procedure accepts parameters and select data. 
sp_parmdel_name This procedure accepts parameters and deletes data. 
sp_parmupd_name This procedure accepts parameters and update data. 
sp_ select_ name This procedure only selects data and docs not accepts 
parameters. 













5.1 System Implementation 
This chapter will discuss about the environment, tools and approach used to 
implementing School Management System. 
5.2 Development Environment 
The development environment is the system condition that is use to develop the 
School Management System. 
Hardware 
450MHz AMO K62 Processor 
256MB RAM 
10 GB Hard Disk 
Software 
Operating System 
Windows 2000 Professional 
Database Server 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
System Development 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
5.3 Coding 
S.3.1 Programming Language 
School Management System front-end application is developed using Visual Dasie. 
Visual Basic uses the BASIC programming language and has an Integrated 











The database in School Management System is created using SQL server database. 
There are also several store procedures created in the SQL server database. Store 
procedure which contains T-SQL statements is use to perform a unit of work such as 
select, update, insert or delete data in the database. These store procedures can be 
accessed through Visual Basic application. Store procedures are created to allow code 
reuse as multiple users can execute the same store procedures at the same time and it 
can help to ease the maintenance. Views are also created to simplify the process of 
retrieving data 
5.3.3 Approach 
The approach use to connect the system to the SQL Server database is by using ADO 
(ActiveX Data Objects) together with an Application Programming Interface (APJ) 
OLE DB. For School Management System, a DSN-less connection is use to connect 
to the database, where a connection to the SQL Server can be establish by specify the 
parameters required in the connection string without using a DSN (Data Source 
Name). 
Generally, most of the SQL statements to select, insert, update and delete data are 
created in the store procedures. Some of the store procedure accepts inputs parameters 
and return parameters. Each of these stored procedures will be execute in first in the 
SQL Server. Then these store procedure will be accessed through Visual Basic. To 
provide data access to the store procedures, several class modules was created in 
Visual Basic. 
These class modules contains method that will pass parameter from variables in 
Visual Basic to the store procedures and execute them, and then return value from 
store procedure to variable in Visual Basic if the store procedure contains return 
values. The class modules created are: 
clslnsertStudent and clsl.Jpdatedtudenl for Student lnformation S stem 
Module. 
ClsChangePassword, clslvlanagcl.ogin, clslnsortl iatu, clslJpdn1·0Dntn, 










To generate report in the system, DataReport ActiveX Designer in Visual Basic is 
use. The reports generated in the system are in pre-defined format and they can be 
print or export into HTML format. 
To handle error in the system, each procedure in the system has its own error handler. 
Generally, error handler in the system will handle two types of errors; there are ADO 
Error and VB Error. If errors occur, it first checks whether it is an ADO Error, if it is 
not an ADO Error, then it will checks for VB Error. After that, the error message will 
be display in a message box to inform user that errors have occurs. This is to ensure 
that the system did not end abruptly when errors occur. 
The final outcome of interface for the School Management System is different from 
the proposed interface, as the proposed interface needs to be enhanced. 
5.3.4 Documentation 
Internal documentation rs written m the coding to describe the program data 
structures, algorithms, and control flow. This internal documentation is important to 
provide information to someone who might need to read through the source code for 
modification and maintenance. The internal documentation includes program 













6.1 Testing Strategies 
Testing is important to verify that the School Management System has meet the 
proposed requirement. It is aims to discover errors and faults in the system and 
remove them from the system. Unit testing, integration testing and system testing are 
the testing strategies use for testing the School Management System. 
6.1.1 Unit Testing 
Unit Testing is done where each program component is tested on its own and is done 
concurrently during the coding phase. Unit testing make sure that the program 
component function perform properly with the expected input. In unit testing, white 
box testing which is based on knowledge of the internal logic of an application's code 
is use. Tests are based on coverage of code statements, branches, paths, and 
conditions. 
Generally, there are three types of fault that need to be identify in School 
Management System and need to be eliminate if exist. There are: 
Algorithmic fault, which occurs when a component's algorithm or logic does 
not produce the proper output for a given output because something is wrong 
with the processing steps. 
Syntax fault, where the constructs of programming language is not use 
properly. 
Computation and precision faults, where a formula's implementation is wrong 
and does not compute the result to the required degree or accuracy. This is 
because School Management System has to perform analysis of student result 
The major steps in unit testing are: 
I) Examining the program code to identify the faults. 
2) Testing a component by choosing lest cases, when; input data und condition j:-; 










6.1.2 Integration Testing 
When each program component is unit-tested, integration testing is done to verify that 
the system components work together. The approach use for integration testing of 
School Management System is the Bottom-up integration approach. In this approach, 
each program component is tested individually, and then the next components to be 
tested are those that call the previously tested one. 
6.1.3 System Testing 
Once the integration testing is done, system testing is done to ensure that the system 
has the desired functionality. System testing ignores system structure and focus on 
whether the system has fulfilled functional requirements and non-functional 
requirements. In system testing, black box testing, which is not based on any 
knowledge of internal design or code, is use. 
Steps taken in system testing are: 
1) Function test, which is based on the functional requirements. Function testing 
compares the system's actual performance with the requirements. 
2) Performance testing, which test the non-functional requirements. The types of 
performance tests done are: 
a) Human factor tests, which test the requirement dealing with the user 
interface. Testing is done to determine whether the system is user 
friendly. 
b) Security test to ensure that the security requirements are met. Testing is 
done by login as different user roles, and test whether each module has 
met the security requirements. 
6.2 Analysis of Test Result 
J) Functions of system according to the requirement 
According to the result: of function testing, the School M111111gcn11.:11t Syst~111 ha~ 










Besides that, non-functional requirement such as security rs met as the systems 
provides an authorisation and authenticate function. The system also fulfilled the 
robustness requirement, as the system is able to handle errors. 
2) Some functions require user memorization 
According to the human factors test, there are some functions, which required user to 
remember the class number and teacher lD especially if the user login as the 
administrator. For example, if the administrator wants to enter the Student 
Information System ("Sistem Maklumat Pelajar") module, they have to enter the class 
number. The same problem also arises when the administrator wants to enter the Class 
Management ("Pegurusan Kelas") module and Subject ("Matapelajaran") module 
where they have to enter the teacher ID. Therefore, the administrator needs to 
remember the class number or teacher ID in order to access these modules. 
Enhancement can be done by include a search button which shows the class number 
and class name or the teacher fD and their name to eliminate this problem. 
3) Cannot Directly Enter Student Result 
The teacher cannot directly enter the student mark directly, instead the teacher had to 
enter the marks in the Edit Box (Refer to the figure). This is because the MSFlexGrid 
control that is use in the system lacks the basic capability of letting the user to edit a 
single cell. Therefore, a TextBox control is place on top of the cell and the user edit a 
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7.1 Objective Achieved 
Generally, School Management System have achieves the objectives utilizes 
information technology to increase efficiency of school management, 
administration. School Management System has provides a central database where 
information can be save and retrieve easily. 
It has also helps to reduce the workload of teacher by automate some of the 
processes which previously have to be done manually. Besides that, it also support 
decision-making as data and information can be retrieve easily and analysis or 
result is done easily. 
7.2 Objective Not Achieved 
The School Management System has not achieved the objective of increasing the 
efficiency of communication. This is because the system docs not provide 
function that the user can communicate with each other or send notice. 
7.3 Application Strength 
1) Security and Authentication 
Every user will need a login name and password to use the system. The login 
name and password wiJI be use to authorize the user and to check the access 
level for the user. This helps to ensure the security of the system and prevents 
unauthorized access to the system. 
2) Provide Analysis of Student Result 
The system provides analysis of student result for each subject according to: 











3) Assign Grade Automatically 
The system will automatically assign grade to the student result when the 
marks of the students is entered and saved. This helps to reduce time, as the 
teacher does not need to enter the grade manually. 
4) Old Record Maintenance 
Old student, teacher and staff record can be archived. The records that have 
been archive can be retrieve when needed. 
7.4 Application Limitation 
l) Platform Dependent 
As the School Management System is develop using Microsoft Visual Basic. 
The system can only be installed on the Windows Operating System. 
2) Graph Printing Facility 
The system does not have printing facility for the graph. The graph can only 
be view. 
3) Teacher planning 
The system does not provide facility that the teacher can include their teaching 
planning, report on teaching and reminder. 
7.5 Future Enhancement 
1) User Interface 
The system interface should enhance to a more attractive interface, us the 
current system interface is too plain. 
2) Graph printing facility and include more grnr hs 
Graph printing facility should be added. More 1raphs should be added to th· 










3) Include Help function 
There is no help function included in the system. Although user manual is 
available, user feels that if the help function is included in the system, it will 
be easier for them to refer to it with just a click on the button. Therefore, for 
future enhancement, helps function should be included in the system 
4) Provide teacher planning 
For future enhancement, the system should include teacher planning so that 
the system, which provide analysis of student result, wi 11 be able to help the 
teacher to plan their lesson more effectively. 
5) Include search function 
A search button should be included for function that require user to enter ID so 
that user do not need to remember the ID as the problem already addressed in 
the analysis of test result section. 
6) Enhancement on the Attendance Management Function 
Currently, the system only allows teacher to set whether a student: is absent 
with excuse or without excuse, for future enhancement attendance 
' 
management should allows teacher to enter reason for why a student is absent. 
It can also be enhance where a message is generated to inform the teacher if a 
student had been absent without excuse continuously for a number of days. 
7.6 Problems and Solving Method 
I) Complexity 
As the development of the system involved q11i1c a mm1b0r or 1nodt1lcs, the 
development of the system sometime become compk:x Thcn::l()n\ th· design 
is review and allows minimal changes once the logic is Ilxcd. 









During the development of the system, sometime technical problems are 
encounter and the so]ution is gathered from books, online help and online 
forum. 
7.7 Knowledge, Skill and Experience 
I have the opportunity to learn Visual Basic and learn to use the Microsoft 's 
ADO database connection interface for database connection. By using SQI 
Server as the database server, I have a chance to learn Transact SQL Language 
and store procedure apart from the administration and configuration of the 
database server. 
Furthermore, I have also learned on vanous consideration and technology 
available on building a client server application from the aspect of platform, 










Software and Hardware Requirement 
Intel 486 processor and later 
At least 64Mb RAM 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 installed 
U.1 Getting Started 
To install the School Management System, double click on the Setup application file, 
the installation wizard will guide you on installation of the system. 
U.2 Starting School Management System 
Click on the School Management System executable file. A login form will appear to 
enable user to logon to the system. 
I . OK . I Ba!al .• 1 
Name Login jl 
Kata Lal1J~n 








Upon logon to the system, the main menu page will be shown. If user login as teacher 
or staff the administration button on the menu bar will be disabled. 
. T ukai Kata Lfiuan l LO<;J Off 
. . ·. 
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Si«tem Maki<Mnat Pelajai Matapelaiaran 
Figure2. User Manual: Screen of Main Pag~ 
AU Users: Change Password 
To change the password, click on the "Tukar Kata Laluan" button at the main page. 
The change password form will appear. 
Tukar Kata Laluan 
Kata Laluan Lema jl 
Kata Laluan Beru 
Sahkan Kala Laluan 










Enter old password ("Kata Laluan Lama"), new password ("Kata Laluan Baru") and 
confirm the new password ("Sahkan Kata Lau.an") and click on the "OK" button. 
Upon success in changing password, a message box will inform you that the password 
has been successful changed. Click on the "Batal" button to cancel the change 
password function. 
All Users: Logout 
To logout of the system, click on the "Log Off' button on the main page. 
U.3 Administrator: Create Login 
The person who can create new user on the School Management System must have 
the role of "Administrator". To create new user on the system, click on the 
"Administration" on the menu bar, and the click "Bina Login". Screen similar to 
below will be shown. 
Fii~ Edit 
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In the "Pengurusan Login", entered all the information, select the role of the user, and 
click on the "Bina Login" button, a new user will be created. The login name ("Nama 
Login") should be the same with Teacher ID or the Staff ID. 
Administrator: Delete Login 
On the same page, just entered the login name and click on the "Padam Login" 
button. A message box will appear to inform you that the login is successfully deleted. 
Administrator: Change password 
If a user forgets his or her password, the administrator can reset their password. 
On the same page, in the Tukar Kata Laluan", just entered the login name of the user, 
and their new password, and click on the "Tukar Kata Laluan" button. 
U.4 Administrator: Configuration 
To customized the needs of different school, this system include a Configuration 
modules which include the following function: 
Entered Class Name and Class Number for each form (Level). 
Entered Marks and Grade for each form (Level). 
Entered Subject Name and Subject Number for each form (Level) 
Entered Activity for each Activity Type. 
Entered Exam Code for each exam. 
Only administrator can use this module. To go to this module, go to the menu 
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Figure 5. User Manual: Screen of Configuration Main Page 
For tab "Kelas": 
To create a new form (Level), go to menu "File" -> "Tingkatan Baru", entered the 
new form, class name and class number for that form and click "Sirnpan '. To create 
class for an existing form, just select the particular form in the combo box 
"Tingkatan", and entered the class number and class name and click "Simpan" All 
the class number has to be a unique number. 
To modify the class number or the class name, just select the class that need to be 
modify and entered new class number or class name, and click on the 'Kemaskini" 
Button. To delete a class.just select a class and click "Padam" button. 
For tab "Gred": 
Select a form (level) from the "Tingkatan" combo box. Entered th' 11111rks, nude and 
description and click 'Simpon". To Update the iradc, sclc ·t the radio button Ior th · 
row of that you wish to update and click "Kcmaskini", To delete a row, just s .le 'I the 
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Figure 6. User Manual: Screen of tab Grade for Confi )uration 
For tab "Matapelajarau": 
To create a new form (Level), go to menu "File" -> "Tingkatan Baru", entered the 
new form, class name and class number for that form and click "Simpan". To create 
class for an existing form, just select the particular form in the combo box 
''Tingkatan", and entered the class number and class name and click "Sirnpan". All 
the class number has to be a unique number. 
To modify the class number or the class name, just select the class that need to be 
lllodify and entered new class number or class name, and clicl on the "Kcmaskini" 
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Figure 7. User Manual: Screen of tab Subject in on figuration 
For tab "Aktiviti": 
To create a new activity type, click menu File-> Jenis Activiti Baru, entered new type 
of activity and an activity, and click "Simpan". After the Activity type is save, you 
can enter the new activity and just click "Sirnpan". To update the activity name, just 
select an activity and entered the new activity name and click "Kernaskini' . To delete 













Figure 8. User Manual: Screen of Activity in Configuration 
For tab "Peperikasaan": 
Just entered the exam code in "Kod Peperiksaan", and the Type of Exam in "Jenis 
Peperiksaan" and click "Simpan". To update, click on the Type of zxarn that you 
Wish to update and entered new code and type of exam and click' Kernaskini". To 
delete the Type of Exam, just select the type of exam that you want to delete and click 
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Figure 9. User Manual: Screen of tab Exam in Configuration 
U.s Administrator: "Guru" 
Go to Administration - > Guru on the main page to enter this module. This module 
is to let the administrator to enter the information on: 
Form teacher and class 
f 
Subject teach by each teacher 
Teacher Advisor for each Activity 
Teacher teach subject for which class 
l1'or Tab "Guru Tingkatan": 
Select a class and a teacher and click "Sunpun". Form teacher fur that class 111 suv ·. 
To change the form teacher for a class, just select a new tea her in the "Clum 












Figure 10. User Mam•al: Screen of tab Fonn Teacher in Teacher .onfiguration 
For Tab "Matar>elajaran": 
Select a teacher, form and subject that a teacher teach and click "Pilih". If the subject 
belongs to another form, select the form and choose the subject and click "Pilih". 










Figure 1 l. User Manual: Screen for tab Subject in Teacher Configuration 
For Tab "Aktiviti": 
Choose the type of activity in the "Jenis Aktiviti". Select the activity in the "Nama 
Aktiviti" and choose the teacher, who are the teacher advisors for this activity. After 
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Figure 12. User Manual: Screen of tab Activity in Teacher Configuration 
For Tab "Kelas Yang Diajar": 
Select a teacher, and subject that the teacher teach. Choose the class that the teacher 
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Figure 13. User Manual: Screen of tab Class Teach in Teacher Configuration 
U.6 Administrator: Archive 
For Archive Student: Go to Administration->Maintenance->Archiving->Archive 
Pelajar. 
For this function, only student information such as personal particulars, parent or 
guardian information, medical information will be copy to temporary tables. Student 
information to be archive will base on the year that the students leave the school. 
Enter the year that the students leave school, select the information that needs to be 











Figure l 4. User Manual: Screen of Archive Student 
After archiving, you can choose to delete all the information regarding the student 
such as their personal information, result, class, and subject taken. 
For Archive Staff/ Teacher: Go to Administration->Maintenance->Archiving- 
>Archive Guru/Kakitangan 
For this function, teacher or staff personal information will be archive to a temporary 
table. Only teacher or staff information that leave school will be archive. After 
archiving, administrator can choose to delete the teacher/staff information that has 
been archive. In the "Maintain Database", administrator can choose to delete 
information such as class teacher, teacher adviser, subject teach according to the year 
















Figure 15. User Manual: Screen of Archive Teacher/Staff 
Only administrator should use the archiving function after careful planning to avoid 
losing information. 
U.7 Administrator: Retrieve 
For retrieve student information: Go to Administration->Maintemmcc-> Retrieving 
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Figure 16. User Manual: Screen of Retrieve Student 
This function allows the administrator to retrieve the student information, which have 
been archived. 
Enter the year of student leave school, and click "Retrieve" button. A list of students 
that left the school at the year specified by the administrator will be display. Select a 
student, click on the "Maklumat Peribadi" button to view the student personal and 
medical information. Click on the "Ibu/Bapa" button to view the student. parents' 
information. Click on the "Penjaga" button to view the student ,uurdiun inforrnouon. 











For retrieve Teacher/Staff information: Go to Administration->M.aintenance- 
>Retrieving->Retrieve Guru/Kakitangan. A screen similar to below will appeared. 
This function allows the administrator to retrieve the teacher or staff information, 




Figure 17 .. LJ~Manual: Screeq __ of Retrieve Teacher/Sta ff 
To retrieve teacher, enter the year that the teacher left the school and click "Retrieve' 
button. A list of teacher that left school at the year specified by adrninistml'or will be 
display. SeJect a teacher; click on the "Maklumat" button, the teacher iuformation will 










"Kakitangan" tab, and the way to retrieve information is the same as the way to 
retrieve teacher information. Click on the "Keluar" button to exit. 
U.8 Student Information System ("Sistem MakJumat Pelajar") 
For this module, only form teacher that have been assigned to class can access this 
module. In this module, form teacher can entered new student information or updates 
student information that has been assigned for this class. Click on the "Sistem 
Maklumat Pelajar" button on the main page of the system. If user login as an 
administrator, it will prompt the administrator to enter the class number as shown 
below. 
OK J Beta.I 
No. Kelss 
't tdt 
Figure 18. User Manual: Screen of Enter Class Number in Student Information 
System 
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Figure 19. User Manual: Screen of Student Information System Main Page 
If the student already exist and you want to update or view the student information, 
double click on the name of the student in the "Senarai Pel ajar" I ist box. 
If you want set the Date of Enrollment ("Tarikh Masuk") which is the same for all the 
students in the class, select the date and click "Set" button. The steps for setting the 
Date of Leaving School ("Tarikh Tamat") are same. 
To add new student information, click on the "Tambah Baru" button. A screen shown 
















Figure 20. User Manual: Screen of Student Information 
To save information, click on "Simpan", to updates information, click on 
"Kemaskini", to clear all the fields, click on the "Reset" button. To exit from this 
page, click on the "Keluar" button. To print report on the student personal 
information, go to Tools-> Laporan Maklumat Pelajar. To print report on student 
medical information, go to Tools-> Laporan Kesihatan. 
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Figure 21. User Manual: Screen of Parents lnfonnation 

















Figure 22. User Manual: Screen of Emergency Contact 














Figure 23. User Manual: Screen of Student Medical lnfonnation 
U.9 Class Management ("Pengurusan Kelas") 
To access this module, cJick on the "Pengurusan Kelas" button in the main page or go 
to Modules->Pengurusan Kelas. If user login as administrator, the administrator will 
be prompt to enter the teacher ID as shown below. 
T ahun Akademik J~oo2 
ID Guru 
OK Batal 
Figure 24. User Manual: Screen of Enter Teacher ID in ' •\ss Manuocment 
For this module, only form teacher that been assigned to clas» can access this module. 
For example, if a teacher with ID "K007" is the form teacher for class "'> Ungu". 'lhe 
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Figure 25. User Manual: Screen of tab Student in Class Management 
For tab "Pelajar", it will list all the student name and fD for this class. To set what are 
the activity join by each student in this class, choose a student and select the activity 
join by the student in the "Aktiviti Yang Disertai" and click "Kernaskini". 
If no student name is display, teacher can add student to this class by clicking on the 
"Tambah Pelajar Dari Kelas" button if the student is not a new student A screen 
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Figure 26. User Manual: Screen of Add Student 
If the teacher wants to add student from class "1 Ungu" in the previous year, just 
choose the class name and select the student that need to be added and click 
"Tam bah". If the teacher clicks on the "Sernua" button, a list of the entire student in 
the school will be display; teacher will have another option of adding student from 
this list. This option is needed as the teacher might accidentally remove new student 
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Figure 27. U~~r Manual: Screen of List of Atl Students 
For tab "Matapelajaran", it let the teacher keeps information on subjects taken by each 
student. Select a student in "Senarai Pelajar Dalarn Kelas ini" and select the subjects 
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Figure 28. User Manual: Screen of tab Subject in Class Management 
For tab "Kedatangan", it let the teacher manage the attendance of students in this 
class. In "Tandakan Pelajar Yang Tidak Hadir", select the students that are absent on 
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Figure 29. User Manual: Screen of tab Attendance in Class Management 
The date of absent for the selected student will be kept By default, the student will be 
assumed as absent with excuse. To change it, just select the student, select the date of 
absent for that student, select the radio button "Tiada Alasan" and click "Kemaskini". 
To delete the date of absent, just select the student, select the date of absent and click 
"Padam". To display the analysis of student attendance, click on the "Analisis" 










Figure 30. User Manual: Screen of Analysis Attendance 
This page will show total days of absent, total days of absent without excuse and 
percentage of days absent without excuse for each student. To view the report, just 
click on "Laporan" button. To exit, click on the "Keluar" button. 
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Figure 31. User Manual: Screen of Exam Result in Class Management 
Select the "Kod Peperiksaan" (Exam Code) and the "Jenis Peperiksaan" (Type of 
exam) will be display. Select a subject in "Matapelajaran". The form teacher can 
entered the mark for "Ujian 1" (Test l ), "Ujian2"(Test2), "Kerja Kursus" 
(Assignment), "Peperiksaan" (Exam Mark). The total mark of the exam will be the 
total of"Ujianl", "Ujian2", "Kerja Kursus" and "Peperiksaan". 
If a student did not attend the exam, leave the "Peperiksaan" column blank and 
entered the "Nota" (Note) column as "TH". If a student drop the subject, leave the 
"Peperiksaan" column blank and entered the "Nota" column as "G". If there are no 
"Ujianl ", "Ujian2", and "Kerja Kursus", just leave the column as "O" and entered the 
exam mark in "Peperiksaan" column. Afler that, just click on the 'Kemaskini 
Markab" button, the total mark and grade for each student will be shown. 
Click on the "Laporan" button to view the report. To view the analysis of student 
result according to class, go to "Analtsis"«> "Analisis menaikut Kelas", The set '·n 
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Figure 32. User Manual: Screen of Analysis Result according to Class 
Select the exam code, a class, and analysis of student result by subject is shown. Click 
on the "Tools"->"Laporan" to view the report. 
Back to the "Keputusan Peperiksaan" tab, click on the "Papar Keputusan>>" button. 
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Figure 33. User .Manual: Screen of Display Stu~ient Result 
Select an exam code select a student to view their result. To calculate the number of 
' 
day of attendance for all the students in the class, enter the total numbers of days for 
school in the "Jumlah Hari Persekolahan" and check the check box "Sama untuk 
semua pelajar", and click "Set Jumlah Hari". If you want to set the total numbers of 
day of school for one student only, then uncheck the check box "Sarna untuk scmua 
pelajar", select the student and click "Set Jumlah Han". 
To print report on the student result, select a student and click on the icon "Laporan" 
or go to Tools-c-Laporan. To exit from this page, go to File-c-Keluar 
U.10 Subject ("Matapclajarau") Module 
This module is for teacher to enter student result for the subject thal they (teacher) 
teach. Therefore, this system provides option to either lei the teacher who teaches the 
su~ject to enter the result or the form teacher to enter the result. To go to this module, 
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Figure 34. User M·anua.l: Screen of Enter Student Res\ilt 
Select an exam code ("Kod Peperiksaan") and type of exam will be shown in "Jenis 
Peperiksaan". In the "Matapelajaran" field, it will be loaded with the subjects teach by 
the teacher. Just select a subject, list of students who took the subject taught by the 
teacher will be shown according to their class. The teacher can enter the student result 
similar to the result entry in the Class Management ("Pengurusan Kelas") module. 
Click "Kemaskini Markah" button to update the marks. 
To view the analysis of student result according to the subject taught by teacher, go to 
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Figure 35. User Manual: Screen of Analysis Result according to subject teacher 
From this page, Select an exam code ("Kod Peperiksaan"), select a teacher, and select 
a subject taught by the teacher. To exit from this page, go to "File"-> "Keluar". 
U.11 Result Analysis ("Analisis Keputusan") 
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Figure 36. User Manual: Screen of Analysis Result According to fa1ch Form 
Select an Exam Code ("Kod Peperiksaan"), select a form at "Tingkatan", and analysis 
of student result for each subject in that form will be displayed. The analysis will 
show total student who take the subject ("#Pelajar"), total student absent ("#Tidak 
Hadir"), total student fail ("#Gagal"), total student pass ("#Lulus"), percentage of 
student fail ("%Gagal"), percentage of student pass ("#Lulus"), highest mark 
("Markah Tertinggi"), total mark ("Jumlah Markah"), and average mark ("Purata"). 
To preview or print report, go to "Tools"-> "Laporan". 
To search for student who obtained the highest mark for a subject, click on the 
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Figure 37. User Manual: Screen of Search Student with Highest Mark 
Enter the Exam Code ("Kod Peperiksaan"), Subject Number ("No. Matapelajaran") 
and press Enter key. It wiJI display the highest mark ("Markah Tertinggi") and student 
who obtained the highest mark for that subject Click "Keluar" button to exit 
To display the graph which show the percentage of failure for each subject in that 
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figure 38. i)ser Manual: Screen of Graph of Analysis Result 
To exit the Result Analysis ("Analisis Keputusan") main page, click "Keluar" button. 
U.12 Staff Jnformation (".Maklumat Kakitangan") 
In this module, only the administrator can add Staff information. 
Go to ''Modules'' ... > ''Maklmnnt Knkitnngan". 
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Figure 39. User Manual: Screen of Staff Information Main Page 
Click on "Baru" button, to enter new staff information, click on the "Papar" button to 
view the staff information, click on the "Kemaskini" button to update if you want to 
update the staff information. 
Below is the page where you can save and update staff information. 
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Click "Save" button to save new staff information, click "Kernaskini" button to 
update staff information. Click "Reset" button to clear all the fields. Click on the 
"Keluar" button to exit. 
U.13 Teacher Information ("Mak.lumat Guru") 
Go to "Modules"-> "Maklumat Guru". 
Screen shown below will appeared. 
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Figure 41. User Manual: Screen of Teacher Information Main Page 
Click on "Barn" button, to enter new teacher information, click on the "Papar" button 
to view the teacher information, click on the "Kemaskini" button to update i.f you 
want to update the teacher information. 
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Figure 42. User Manual: Screen of Teacher Information 
Click "Save" button to save new teacher information, click "Kernaskini" button to 
update teacher information. Click "Reset" button to clear all the fields. Click on the 










Appendix A. Current School Management System 
A.1 Students Record 
This part will explain what are the information keep in the students records and how 
the information is keep. 
Every year, when the school starts, students will be given a biography form to fill in 
their particulars. All their particuJars wiJJ update by form teachers to a card cal I "Kad 







Identity Card No 





































Besides students' particulars, the card also keeps other information (show in Figure 
A-2 and Figure A-3), which wiJI be fi]I by the form teachers yearly. 
AJI the cards wiJI be kept according to class and in the cabinet. Old students record 
wilJ be kept at the back of the school office. 
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Figure A-3 Personal Record(Card "002", page 4) 
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A.2 Teachers and Staffs Record 
This part will explain on what are information keep in the teachers and staffs records. 
Figure A-4 shows some of the teachers and staff personal detail that keep in the file. 





Marital Status ~ Personal File 
Identity Card No ~ 







Teachers have two personal files, one file is kept in Jabatan Pendidikan and another 
file is kept in the school. Each personal file has a unique number. The file will be kept 
in the cabinet according to the file numbers. Old files will be kept at the back of the 
office. 
A.3 Reports and Letters 
This part will review on some of the important reports and letters in the school. 
School Reports are intended to keep parents or guardian informed of their children 











The following are some of the important reports: 
1) Academic reports will show results achieved in progress test examinations as 
well as well as an assessment for effort. There will be a few progress tests, 
Middle Year Examination and End of Year Examination. After a test or 
examination, students' achievement (marks) for each subject will be recorded 
in a Record Book by the form teacher. After that, the marks will be written to 
a student academic report (usually referred as Report Card) and grade wil I be 
assign according to the marks. 
2) Student Testimonial contains students' particulars, assessment on their 
attitude, and involvement in extra co-curriculum activities. Testimonial will be 
given to students when they leave school. 
3) Report on students' workbook. Occasionally, teachers have to submit their 
students' workbook to be checked by principal. This is to make sure that 
teachers had consistently checked on the students work and the question set by 
the teachers is appropriate. 
A.3.2 Letters 
The following are the letter that will be given to parents to informed them on: 
1) Students' extra co-curriculum activities, day and time. (Example, Figure A-5) 
2) Students extra class after school hour. 











Figure A-5 Letter on student activities 
SEK. MEN. KEB. CONVENT BUKIT NANAS. 
JALAN BUKIT NANAS, 
502SO KUALA LUMPUR. TEL: 03-2380SS9 
....................... .,, . iarikh: . 
Tuan/ PUWt, 
Dcng1 u hotn111tnya dimaklumkan behawa aruik/jasnan tunn ..... 
'Fmgbten .... .. . .. . ..... dipctlubn hadir untuk ulctiviti bcrikut :- 
I. Pmatuan/Kdab!Ruma1J Permsinen .. ................... tbn mcnpdalwl 
aktiviti tambahan pada .. ' drui . bertcrnpat r'r .. 
pukul hmgsa 
2. Mereke aklin di.temani/cbhltih olch ... 
~ Iurulatih I Guru ButuiM ) 
l Mereb Wll beivabian lel'-agarn ~kolah t Persaruan 11.clab I SuUll. 
~. Latihan I alctiviti ini Mialal1 l.crtujuan . . .. ,, , ' 
........ , ., ,. ''""''"""""'"•·• ., , . 
Sekian, terima kasil1 
• B£RKJDDMAT UNTUK NEGARA• 
Saya yang mcnurut pcrinW\, 
( PUA.~ ALICE GE0l{G£) 
Pengetua .' 
Truldtitani;t 11 • ~ .. 
Naa··11. . , ,. .. , " 
Oum Pen mhat I lkr1upJ ) 
Sftya.... ....... .......... .. ...... ... .. .. . .... . .. . .. , No l{;p 
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